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Abstract. This paper explores the emergence of the next cyber/digital frontier for 

lean manufacturing practices. It focuses on (a) the new capabilities of information 

and operational technologies (ITs/OTs) for proactively detecting and eliminating 

potential ‘physical waste’ in production processes, preventing its manifestation 

in the real world through powerful virtual models and simulations as well as real-

time performance monitoring systems based on advanced data analytics, and (b) 

on identifying and eliminating ‘digital waste’ that may come into existence in the 

cyber world due to the non-use (e.g. lost digital opportunities) and/or over-use 

(e.g. abused digital capabilities) of new digital/smart manufacturing technologies. 
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1 Introduction 

Lean Manufacturing (LM) is a systematic approach to waste minimization within a 

production system [1]. Lean is a toolbox that assists in the identification and elimination 

of waste. By eliminating waste, quality improves while production time and cost are 

reduced [1]. Seven forms of waste have traditionally existed within the real “physical” 

world of lean: defects, overproduction, waiting, transportation, inventory, motion and 

over-processing, plus a recent one: not-utilizing talent [2]. These 7+1 traditional 

physical waste types can nowadays be better identified and eliminated through new 

Digital/Smart Manufacturing (D/SM) technologies [3] [4] (e.g. Big Data, Industrial 

Internet of Things (IIoT) and Advanced Analytics) as mechanical/physical production 

systems evolve into Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) [5]. Here, established 

lean methods gain a new digitally-enabled edge [4] [6], hereby referred to as “Digital 

Lean Manufacturing (DLM)”. 
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While the principles of traditional lean manufacturing will remain valid, DLM will 

(a) facilitate the application of these principles, and (b) enhance its scope and direction. 

For instance, DLM will the introduce new capabilities of information and operational 

technologies, such as powerful virtual models and simulations as well as real-time 

performance monitoring systems based on advanced data analytics that have the ability 

to proactively detect and eliminate ‘traditional’ physical waste in (physical) production 

processes.  

However, new forms of digital waste may come into existence in the virtual/digital 

“cyber” world due to the new “cyber-physical” nature of production systems. 

Therefore, DLM will require new techniques for identifying and eliminating digital 

waste that may come into existence in the cyber world due to, for example, the non-use 

(e.g. lost digital opportunities) and/or over-use (e.g. abused digital capabilities) of new 

D/SM technologies. In this context, digital waste will be defined as any non-value 

adding digital activity to women/men, materials, machines, methods and measurements 

(5M) in the Digital Lean Enterprise. This includes, for example, the creation of 

redundant and/or unnecessary data that is collected, managed, transmitted or stored for 

no tactical, operational or strategic reasons. In this case, these artefacts create unwanted 

and wasteful data congestion in a decision-making process [7]. On this premises,               

this ‘position paper’ explores the emergence of the next cyber/digital frontier for lean 

manufacturing practices, introducing a first definition of digital waste, and providing a 

typology for it in order to support the elimination of physical waste and at the same 

time the avoidance and the prevention of digital waste in the digital lean smart factory. 

 

2 The Emergence of Digital Lean Manufacturing 

Digital technologies have given rise to a new era of lean manufacturing, which extends 

the lean philosophy to the cyber world (e.g. lean automation [5] manifested as Jidoka 

& Heijunka 4.0 systems [8]); for example by making ‘physical-to-digital’ conversions, 

known as ‘digital transformations’ or ‘digitalization’, of value adding activities in order 

to pursue new digital manufacturing levers to eventually realize higher productivity 

levels, higher quality, optimized resources usage and increased production throughput.  

DLM builds on new data acquisition, data integration, data processing and data 

visualization capabilities [9] to create different descriptive, predictive and prescriptive 

analytics applications [10] to detect, fix, predict and prevent unstable process 

parameters and/or avoid quality issues inside defined tolerance ranges that may lead to 

any type of waste within the cyber- and physical- worlds. Hence, Digital Lean CPPSs 

will aim to support the operation of digital lean smart factories towards (near) zero 

physical and digital waste. This will be achieved, for example, by a synchronized 

production environment [11] (viz. digital twins [12]) between virtual models and 

simulations representing the virtual factory [13] that will help to design, engineer, 

verify and validate waste-free production operations in the cyber world before their 

release and ramp-up in the real factory. Digital Lean CPPSs will also help to monitor 

real-time performance in the physical world in order to assess whether production 

operations are actually being performed at their highest possible productivity level and 

quality standard, as planned, or if there remain opportunities for improvement (Kaizen). 

Moreover, when adopting D/SM technologies to ‘digitize-to-connect’ and pursue 

vertical and horizontal factory big data integration [14] will contribute to minimize 



waste in the process of creating digital lean capabilities such as: (a) data visibility (e.g. 

new generation Andon systems and digital dashboards), (b) information transparency 

(e.g. real-time production monitoring and communication systems), and (c) (critical) 

events forecasting (e.g. predictability charts for continues improvement) of production 

operations conducted by humans, machines and computer systems on the shopfloor. 

 

3 The Meaning of Digital Waste 

Waste has traditionally been defined by the lean community as ‘any non-value adding 

activity’ [15] [16]. However, according to the Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary 

definition, waste can also mean: “the loss of something valuable that occurs because 

too much of it is being used or because it is being used in a way that is not necessary or 

effective; an action or use that results in the unnecessary loss of something valuable; a 

situation in which something valuable is not being used or is being used in a way that 

is not appropriate or effective”. This etymological meaning is of great importance for 

the definition of ‘digital waste’ in DLM, since it highlights the need to consider two 

types of digital waste: (i) passive digital waste due to missing digital opportunities                

to unlock the power of (existing) data, and (ii) active digital waste as a result of a data 

rich manufacturing environment that lacks from the proper information management 

approaches to derive the right amount of information to be provided at the right time to 

the right person, machine or information system for decision-making (knowledge). 

The next sub-sections will exemplify: How a – digital lean philosophy – and D/SM 

technologies can contribute to reduce waste in the physical world through virtual/digital 

assisting means as well as How passive digital waste can be avoided and How active 

digital waste can be prevented. These examples may work independently or together in 

order to reduce or eliminate one or more types and forms of physical and digital waste. 

3.1 Eliminating Defects Waste: Digital Quality Management Lever 

Digital Quality Management (DQM) refers to the semi-automated or automated digital 

governance of cyber-physical production assets like smart products, smart operators 

and smart machines, aimed at offering real-time tracking and reporting of such 

intelligent assets performance towards compliance with predefined quality standards 

and proactively alerting in case of potential deviations from them to prevent quality 

problems (viz. defects) before they materialize. 

Eliminating Physical Waste. New technologies, such as IIoT and cloud storage, 

provide real-time data (as well as easy access to historical data) from the shopfloor of 

the digital lean smart factory. This triggered the evolution of QM from ‘sampling-based 

measurements’ to a ‘full coverage’ of wo/men and machines operations in a production 

system. This new data lake environment on the shopfloor, combined with real-time data 

analytics and Advanced Process Control (APC) | Statistical Process Control (SPC) 

systems, has enabled the possibility for real-time error corrections in operations to 

minimize rework and scrap (waste) – towards zero defects. For example, (a) real-time 

monitoring and performance management of machine operations that allow for 

manufacturing processes self-adjustments to keep a quality threshold (e.g. 100% First 

Pass Yield - FPY) or (b) real-time tracking of operator actions in assembly sequences 

based on ‘context-aware wearable computing’ by recognizing the operator’s actions/ 

movements [17] and/or ‘mixed reality (i.e. Augmented & Virtual Reality) assistance 



systems’ [18] by showing virtual assembly instructions directly in the operator’s field 

of view (e.g. 100% Complete & Accurate tasks - %C&A). Both approaches act as a 

kind of digital poka-yoke system. 

Avoiding Passive Digital Waste. Advancements in electronic data processing and 

interchange, (enterprise) information systems and data itself have long played an 

important role in manufacturing operational excellence (viz. product quality, process 

efficiency, assets and human reliability). Hence, passive digital waste in this context 

may refer to the potential loss of DLM opportunities by ‘quality engineers’ if not 

upgrading their traditional quality control methods to new available techniques based 

on Machine Learning (ML) [10] for advanced (big) data analytics. For example, the use 

of a neural network to learn from historical quality control data to identify defects and 

predict quality deviations with a high degree of accuracy, avoiding waste due to false 

defect detection. 

Preventing Active Digital Waste. At the same time that QM becomes digitized and 

data-driven, more data will be created, processed and consumed on the shopfloor. This 

will require more storage, computer processing power and network bandwidth as well 

as the (human) talent provision (e.g. setup, integration and maintenance of IT/OT 

systems) to support DQM. In this sense, emerging ‘digital - quality engineers’ will need 

to pursue a smart data vision rather than a big data vision, aiming always to turn big 

data into actionable smart data with real-business value through its application to a 

business process to create insights and support in-the-moment/rapid decision-making 

(e.g. defects real-time detection). [19] have defined four categories of waste (digital) 

data to be managed, in this case in a DQM business process: (a) unintentional data 

created as a by-product of a process with no purpose, (b) used data that serves its 

purpose for a period of time and then is no longer useful, (c) degraded data that has 

lost its quality due to whatever reason and it is no longer useful, and (d) unwanted data 

that was created, but never useful for any purpose. 

3.2 Eliminating Overproduction: Digital Kanban Systems Lever 

Digital Kanban Systems (DKSs) refer to real-time digital ‘pull’ signalling systems that 

use a mix of digital technologies (e.g. smart tags, smart bins/boxes, smart dashboards 

and smart automation) to trigger the Just-In-Time (JIT) movement of materials and 

electronic information (e-Kanban cards) within a digital lean smart factory in order to 

eliminate overproduction by being responsive to the current demand instead of forecast. 

Eliminating Physical Waste. DKSs can eliminate ‘overproduction’ through the 

synchronisation between production and (raw) materials demand (of a specific item,           

in specific quantities, to be delivered to a specific location (e.g. smart bin or smart 

dashboard)) at a smart workstation, or even forecast such demand need by means of 

advanced data analytics, to optimize material handling and transport time as well as 

the time and effort needed for (e-)Kanban cards handling thanks to electronic real-time 

communication (viz. faster signals transfer) through e-messaging and e-alerting (sub-) 

systems between the workstation and its supplier(s). 

Avoiding Passive Digital Waste. By not migrating to DKSs, electronic records of 

pull requests, recipient timestamps and delivery acknowledgements will not be able to 

be recorded, stored (historical data), traced and used to be analysed to reveal weak 

points in the JIT management of a pull production process towards zero overproduction.  

 



Preventing Active Digital Waste. Designing effective and efficient DKSs and   

their corresponding e-Kanban cards for the digital lean smart factory will require an 

emphasis on the engineering or re-engineering of input data systems (viz. smart tags 

and/or smart bins), processing data systems (viz. ERP + MES) and output data systems 

(viz. smart dashboards and smart automation (e.g. deliveries by AGVs/drones)) in order 

to orchestrate material and information flows JIT between workstations, warehouse(s) 

and intra-logistics activities and their associated information systems without 

synchronisation problems that may not allow to achieve a real-time material and 

information handling and transport system, and may cause overproduction. 

3.3 Eliminating Waiting Waste: Cyber-Physical Systems Lever 

Digital Lean CPPSs, or CPPSs-based Jidoka & Heijunka [8] production systems, refer               

to autonomous and cooperative human, machine and product ‘smart entities’ that                  

co-create a networked socio-technical production environment, where all software, 

hardware and humanware sub-systems can sense, actuate and interoperate. This is 

facilitated via human-machine interfaces (HMI/H2M) and machine-to-machine (M2M) 

communication protocols, to enable vertical and horizontal value-added data flows for 

the provision of a range of intelligent functions, services and features for the design and 

engineering, warehouse and logistics, fabrication, assembly, quality and maintenance 

digital lean smart factory departments. 

Eliminating Physical Waste. The context-awareness capabilities of D Lean CPPSs 

[20] enabled by means of smart sensors, actuators and adaptive controllers can allow 

the smart control of the entire production processes in order to avoid waiting-times by 

self-adapting (re-balancing) in real-time for maximum flexibility to manage excessive 

demand fluctuations (Mura), and overburden of machine & operators capacities (Muri). 

Avoiding Passive Digital Waste. Thanks to new CPPSs-based Heijunka systems, 

all production resources (viz. wo/men, materials and machines) can be instrumented 

and networked in a social IIoT environment [21] [22] for supporting a ‘truly holistic’ 

production scheduling or re-scheduling in real-time and just-in-sequence logic for 

avoiding waste risk creation due to the lack of a systemic (re-)scheduling approach. 

Preventing Active Digital Waste. When designing D Lean CPPSs environments, 

‘digital lean engineers’ should avoid over-engineering the CPPS and adding unneeded 

‘complexity’ to manufacturing, which may increase the potential of catastrophic, but 

also incremental, failure of the system. Moreover, the design principles for Industry 4.0 

and CPSs [23] [24] in general advocate for decentralised structures and for small and 

simple-to-integrate modules (plug-and-play) in order to better manage their complexity 

as well as the complexity of the overall system. 

3.4 Eliminating Transportation Waste: AGVs, Drones & 3D Printing Levers 

Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) Systems refer to material handling systems that use 

programmed AGVs – such as carts, pallets, trays or forklifts – for the transport of goods 

in order to support human-less intra-logistics activities at the digital lean smart factory. 

In a complementary way, drones, also referred as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), 

aim to support other human-less intra-logistics activities such as visual inventory counts 

and searching for goods based on ‘flying smart tag scanners’ as well as acting as 

picking-and-delivery systems for goods located at the top levels of storage or shelving 



racks of high-rise warehouses. On the other hand, 3D printing refers to rapid/on-demand 

manufacturing technology that can allow the fast production of needed items on-site.  

Eliminating Physical Waste. By using 3D printing for the production of low 

volume components on-site, reduction of transportation and even inventory waste can 

be realized. Furthermore, by automating pick-up, transport and delivery tasks on the 

shopfloor, operators can continue working at their workstations and conducting value-

adding activities thanks to the support of AGVs and smart conveyors. Similarly, high-

rise warehouses will benefit from the help of AGVs and drones as highly-efficient 

searching, picking and delivery systems. 

Avoiding Passive and Preventing Active Digital Waste. Different AGVs, drones and 

3D printing solutions exist nowadays in the market at different maturity and capability 

levels, therefore, proper benchmarking tools should be used to grade their performance 

in industrial environments in order to guarantee investments that live-up to their ROI.  

3.5 Eliminating Inventory Waste: Digital Warehouse Operations Lever 

Digital Warehouse Operations (DWOs) refer to the automation of warehousing activities 

with the support of auto-ID technologies, smart boxes, AGVs and real-time inventory 

optimisation strategies to manage the ideal levels of raw materials, work-in-progress 

(WIP) and finished product(s) inventories.  

Eliminating Physical Waste. DWOs automate ‘true JIT ordering’ on the basis of 

stock reduction by the use of diverse sensors and smart bins/boxes to manage inventory 

levels in collaboration with digital Kanban systems and e-billing services. 

Avoiding Passive Digital Waste. Auto-ID technologies (e.g. RFID) can provide 

the ability to automatically compare the characteristics of all raw materials received at 

the warehouse based on ‘purchase order data’ in order to control for discrepancies that 

may lead to inaccurate inventory keeping beyond simple units counting. 

 Preventing Active Digital Waste. When relying on ‘smart sensors’ for automated 

inventory control, their appropriate selection, use and maintenance will be vital for 

maximizing data accuracy and providing increased confidence in inventory reports. 

3.6 Eliminating Motion Waste: New HMIs & Wearable Computing Levers 

Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) refer to computer systems/technologies endowed 

with capabilities for enabling human-to-machine (H2M) interactions by means of data/ 

information interpretation from various sensory and communication channels. In a 

complementary way, Wearable Computing (WC) refers to a wearable computer capable 

of sensing, storing and processing data that is incorporated into a person’s clothing. 

Eliminating Physical Waste. Wearable Computing can enable the tracking of 

operators’ movements in order to build a spaghetti chart in real-time and provide 

motion optimization functionality as well as support for better ergonomic postures and 

movements to avoid injury. Correspondingly, smart workstations can be re-configured 

on the basis of ergonomic requirements of the individual operator (e.g. working table 

height and shelving unit reaching distance). 

Avoiding Passive Digital Waste. New HMIs (e.g. voice control) can help operators 

to become hands-free in certain activities/operations, helping them to reduce time and 

motion when completing their tasks and therefore, improve their productivity. 

 



Preventing Active Digital Waste. New HMIs and wearable computing can reduce 

operator’s physical workload, but their usage should not contribute to increase his/her 

cognitive workload due to complex human-machine interactions. 

3.7 Eliminating Over-Processing Waste: Digital Mfg. Standards Lever 

Digital Manufacturing Standards (DMSs) refer to the adoption of a ‘common language’ 

for ensuring the reliable and efficient integration or interoperability of very different 

systems, from visual management systems (interfaces) to electronic data interchanges. 

Eliminating Physical Waste. Visual management systems should always comply 

with design standards in order to bring consistency and readability to visual monitors 

and visual controls in order to avoid misinterpretations and wrong actions.   

Avoiding Passive and Preventing Active Digital Waste. Data interoperability 

standards (e.g. EDI) are a must in order to have a clear interpretation of the data shared 

among systems and avoid wrong actions based on such data misinterpretation. 

3.8 Eliminating Not-Utilizing Talent Waste: Digital Presence Lever 

Digital Presence (DP) refers to the use of augmented reality smart glasses and other 

hands-free wearable technology [17], including haptics, for ‘see-what-I-see’, ‘hear-

what-I-hear’ and even ‘feel-what-I-feel’ real-time communication for collaborative 

problem-solving between remote operators and service engineers in the field. 

Eliminating Physical Waste. DP can reduce downtimes and increase fix rates of 

new or complex problems (e.g. troubleshooting) by enabling the possibility to tap into 

the specialized expertise (talent) of any service engineer on-site anytime, anywhere. 

Avoiding Passive Digital Waste. Trying DP first, may enable in some occasions 

the possibility to get a faster diagnose and solution to a problem thanks to real-time 

two-way audio, video and even kinetics communication between a remote operator              

and a service engineer, eliminating or reducing the costly expenses of moving skilled 

service engineers from site-to-site to troubleshoot. 

Preventing Active Digital Waste. Advancements in DP related technologies have 

enhanced MRO practices, nevertheless, each troubleshooting case must not disregard 

the possibility of the need of the physical presence of the service engineer on-site. 

 

4 Conclusions 

Through the exploration of D/SM technologies supporting DLM practices, this position 

paper provides an analysis of the different types of digital waste that may come into 

existence in the cyber world due to lost digital opportunities and/or abused digital 

capabilities of new digital/smart manufacturing technologies. The proposed approach 

can be adopted to identify a set of rules, policies, standards and models to govern and 

define which and how data is collected and managed to avoid the redundancy of 

unnecessary datasets towards a development path to Digital Lean CPPSs, thus 

minimizing digital waste in the digitalization process and improve digital lean value. 
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